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WHEN YOU THINK ABOUT AN ELEMENT

WHEN an isotope chemist thinks about an element
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WHAT ARE ISOTOPES?
• Same atomic number

Same number of protons in their nuclei
Same number of electrons in their shells

• Different mass
Different number of neutrons in their nuclei

• Different chemical behavior

Francis Aston

Margarete ToddFrederick Soddy

J.J. Thompson
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Columbia University faculty pioneered isotope geochemistry

“Before the discovery of isotopes, it was generally 
assumed that all atoms of an element were 
identical in all respects. …reviewed in this paper, 
we know that isotopes and isotopic compounds 
differ in their thermodynamic properties. … 
These small differences make possible the 
concentration and separation of the isotopes of 
some of the elements … important applications 
as a means of determining the temperatures at 
geological formations were laid down.”
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Why do isotope fractionate?

Light isotope

ISOTOPE FRACTIONATION is a natural process when stable isotopes of an element are
being partitioned between two materials, phases …

RULES OF THUMB
• The lighter of two isotopes react faster
• The heavier of two isotopes prefer the strongest 

bonds
• Isotope fractionation is larger for light elements 
• Isotope fractionation is larger for elements with 

various oxidation states Heavy isotope
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Metal isotopes are powerful tools in Earth Sciences

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Giant-impact_hypothesis

Every object is defined by its 
elemental and ISOTOPIC

composition
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We are made of ISOTOPES!

Fry, 2006 Stable Isotope Ecology

Isotope ratios can tell us 
WHY, HOW, WHERE

changes occur
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Isotope metallomics’ extraordinary potential

The body must ensure that elements are correctly distributed between organs, 
across tissues, and within cells
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Isotope metallomics

Provide extra information 
about biological processes 
(e.g. redox reaction, 
metal-protein binding)

Fast-responding biomarkers 
in environmental 
epidemiological studies  

Toxicological mechanisms and
health risks by exposure

Environmental 
Health Sciences

Biological samples can 
be analyzed years 
after sampling
organic biomarkers/ species
degrade with time

Unravel human 
metabolism & diagnosis 
of diseases in body fluids
or tissues 

Photo: https://www.elsevier.com/
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Multicollector-ICP-MS
High-precision isotope measurements

Isotope ratios can be measured to ±0.005% – c.f.
±0.5% via ordinary concentration analyses

Uncertainty = 0.05‰

Source: pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov
Keyword search: MC-ICP-MS
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Isotope metallomics
Application
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Metal isotope can tell us about molecular binding
Rutgers University 

Selden et al. (in prep)
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cation-exchange membrane

Corday Selden Nathan Yee
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Industrial 
Emission

Pb in 
paint

Pb in 
Pipes

Pb dust 
on pets

Pb in 
food

Pb in 
Air Car

emissionIndustrial
emission 

Pb in 
water

Pb in smoke 
(second-hand smoke)

Source fingerprinting of metal exposure

Zhao et al., 2018, Environ. Intern. 120, 563-571

Promising markers to elucidate the 
influences of environmental 

pollution on the human health
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Metal isotopes and exposure
Proposed project: NIEHS Superfund 2021

Ana Navas-Acien Alex Halliday Anirban Basu

Basu, Schilling et al., 2016 (ES&T)
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Metal stable isotopes as disease marker
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Metal isotope fractionation: Cellular level 
In vitro with cancer cell lines

Schilling et al. 2022, Frontiers in Medicine (doi: 10.3389/fmed.2021.746532) 

Oxford University 

Adrian Harris

Fiona Larner

Chris Schoefield
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Zinc isotopes and breast cancer
Specimen: Tissue

Healthy 
tissue

Malignant 
Tissue (MT)

Benign 
Tissue (BT)

Sullivan, Moore, Schilling et al., 2021 (Metallomics)*Histologically normal tissue  adjacent MT or BT

NAT* (MT)NAT* (BT)
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Zinc isotopes as prognostic tool for prostate cancer
Specimen: Urine

Schilling et al., 2021, Metallomics
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Calcium isotopes show bone loss earlier than densitometry
Specimen: Urine

Morgan et al., 2012, FASEB journal, 26: 244.
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 06 Stable Isotope Ecology

• More systematic approach involving a substantially 
higher number of patients

• Isotope ratios are more “robust” than concentrations 
and even tiny differences 
(of the order of 0.0005%) 

• Widespread applications
• Disease marker (early diagnostic or prognostic tool)
• Exposure marker  (source fingerprinting and 

contribution of different sources)
• Metabolic maker

OUTLOOK:  Future field in EHS

Future success of isotope metallomics defined 
by united efforts of 

medical and isotope (geo)scientists
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Thank you
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